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Advertising Print
Size Width + Height 

max. 160 cm

Recommended 
sizes

Square:
45 x 45 cm, 75 x 75 cm
Portrait:
40 x 80 cm, 60 x 100 cm
Landscape:
80 x 40 cm, 100 x 60 cm

Finish all sides cut, 
punched hole in each corner,
punched hole Ø 13 mm, 
edge distance 25 mm

Material Displayfolie 240, 
Vinylplane Frontlit B1

Flag
Size Width 46 cm, 

Height (max.) 120 cm 

Recommended 
sizes

46 x 60 cm, 
46 x 100 cm, 
46 x 120 cm

Finish all sides cut, 
top with sleeve made 
of flag material

Material Multiflag®,
Dekoflag®, Dekoflag® L, 
Varioflag®, Varioflag® A, 
Dekofil

Flag holder Length 50 cm

Small flags are the perfect advertising material for mobile indoor advertising, 
e.g. at the point of sale. They show your message clearly on shop windows, 
doors or other plane surfaces. The flag holder comes with an innovative vacuum 
based suction system. The system guarantees for a simple and fast installation. 
Equipped this way, your flags adhere reliable to the most plane surfaces without 
using any glue or screws. Furthermore they can be removed free of residues.

Appropriate flags will be manufactured according to your requirements. 
Customised printed, with brilliant colours and a strong contrast for excellent, 
sharp graphics.

Note: 
The system can also be used without the pole. Occupying the flag material with 
punched holes enables to mount it directly to windows and doors. Well suitable 
for using these suction mounts into small corridors and rooms. Their restrained 
design assures an optimal presentation of your message, also on smaller windows. 
The personalised advertising prints can be easily exchanged for a new design.

Mounting Flag
No need to glue, simply turn
Fixation of the flag holder is quite easy: clean the 
surface before placing the suction cup base and 
turn the pole in clockwise direction to fix it.

Mounting Advertising Print
No need to glue, simply turn
Press the suction cup slightly on a clean surface. 
Attach the advertising print to the suction cup. 
Turn the fixing button in clockwise direction to 
fasten the banner.
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As we are constantly 
developing our products 
we reserve the right 
of changing technical 
issues and dimensional 
deviations.


